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Introduction
The world desperately needs a new model of development. Most of the
world’s people are stuck in poverty, and all major ecosystems are in decline.
Spending more money, however, will not by itself solve the problems. The
answer must include fundamentally rethinking international development so
that it implements world best practice in sustainable development
technologies in ways that promote the creation of locally controlled, viable
private sectors.

The Challenge
In 2000, all 191 member states of the UN endorsed the Millennium
Development Goals. These set quantifiable targets for eradicating extreme
poverty and hunger, achieving universal primary education, promoting
gender equality and empowering women, improving maternal health,
reducing child mortality, combating HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases,
ensuring environmental sustainability and developing a global partnership for
development by 2015.1
Some progress has occurred. Between 1990 and 2002 average incomes
increased by approximately 21 percent. The number of people in extreme
poverty declined by an estimated 130 million. Child mortality rates fell from
103 deaths per 1,000 live births a year to 88. Life expectancy worldwide rose
from 63 years to nearly 65 years. An additional 8 percent of the developing
world's people received access to water. And an additional 15 percent
acquired access to improved sanitation services.2
But implementation has been far from uniform across the world or across the
Goals. Huge disparities exist across and within countries. Poverty remains
significant in rural areas and urban poverty is vast, growing, and
underreported by traditional indicators.3 Environmental progress, especially
in the realm of climate change has been very limited.
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Many analysts agree that the world will fail to meet the Goals. In 2002,
Relief Web announced that progress in reducing hunger had virtually halted.
The UN Food and Agriculture Organization estimates that there were around
840 million undernourished people in 1998-2000, 799 million in the
developing countries, 30 million in the countries in transition and 11 million
in the industrialized countries.4 “In the worst affected countries, a newborn
child can look forward to an average of barely 38 years of healthy life,
compared to over 70 years of life in 24 wealthy nations.” One in seven
children born in poor countries where hunger is most common (29,000 a day)
will die before reaching the age of five.5
Cut the statistics any way you like, the situation is grim: Over 4 billion
people live in developing countries, with half of the world’s population living
on less than $2 a day. UNICEF statistics show that almost 4,000 children die
each day because they lack access to safe drinking water or sanitation.6 Eight
million die a year because they are too poor to stay alive.7 In the past 50
years, almost 400 million people worldwide have died from hunger and
malnutrition, or three times the people killed in all wars in the 20th Century.8
Jeffrey Sachs, the Director of the Millennium Development Project, created
to implement the Goals, in his brilliant recent article in Time magazine
stated,“ This is a story about ending poverty in our time. It is not a forecast. I
am not predicting what will happen, only explaining what can happen.” He
goes on to say, “…Our task is to help people onto the ladder of development,
to give them at least a foothold on the bottom rung, from which they can then
proceed to climb on their own.”
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He advocates an approach he calls Clinical Economics, based on providing
clean water, healthy soils and a functioning health care system with the same
enthusiasm that development experts have insisted that poor nations reform
their economic systems. He calls for an approach like clinical medicine and
likens the structural adjustments of programs like the International Monetary
fund to the 18th century medicine that applied leeches to sick patients. He
sensibly calls for providing the basic necessities of life to the poor around the
world as the basis of development.
Sachs’ analysis of the classes of poverty, and what causes them is brilliant,
but his article says little about how to go about lifting people from poverty.
His recipe: the wealthy nations should meet their development pledges.9
But unless there are changes in how development money is spent, and how
development is done, such increases will not result in measurable decreases
in poverty. And a rapidly growing world rapidly increasing its wasteful
consumption would doom us all.
If the developing world seeks to lift itself out of poverty in the same
inefficient way that the west has done, it will require three more earth’s worth
2
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of resources to meet the needs of the world’s consumers.10 Part of the reason
that the world oil prices are now at record heights is that China has entered
the world oil market. If the Chinese used oil at the same rate as Americans,
by 2031 China would need 99 million barrels of oil a day. The world
currently extracts 79 million barrels per day and may not be able to lift more.
If China's coal burning equaled current U.S. levels (nearly 2 tons per person)
China would use 2.8 billion tons annually – more than the 2.5 billion tons the
entire world now uses.11
In April, the United Nations released the Millennium Ecological Assessment.
The study, by 1,360 experts in 95 nations who drew on the work of 22
national science academies from around the world, reported that a rising
human population has polluted or over-exploited two-thirds of the ecological
systems on which life depends, ranging from clean air to fresh water, in the
past 50 years.
“At the heart of this assessment is a stark warning,” said the 45-member
board of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment. “Human activity is putting
such strain on the natural functions of Earth that the ability of the planet's
ecosystems to sustain future generations can no longer be taken for granted.”
UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan added, “The study shows how human
activities are causing environmental damage on a massive scale throughout
the world, and how biodiversity – the very basis for life on earth – is
declining at an alarming rate.” Even if slow and inexorable degradation does
not lead to total environmental collapse, the Assessment found, the poorest
people of the world are still going to suffer the most.12
One of the most serious challenges is that of climate change. In January 2005,
Dr. Rajendra Pachauri,13 the chairman of the official Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), told an international conference attended by 114
governments, “Climate change is for real. We have just a small window of
opportunity and it is closing rather rapidly. There is not a moment to lose.”
He concluded, “We are risking the ability of the human race to survive.”
Pachauri agreed that the impacts of climate change will fall
disproportionately on the poor.14 Many observers have issued similar or
graver statements.
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At the same time, however, books like the just released, Natural Advantage
of Nations,15 the international bestseller, Natural Capitalism16 and a
staggering array of others prove how the rapidly emerging best practice in
sustainable technologies can meet basic human needs around the world and
solve most of the environmental problems facing the planet at a profit.
The planet faces unprecedented perils. We have the answers at hand and we
are failing to implement them. What is wrong with this picture?!
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Development done wrong
In the West Central Highlands of Afghanistan runs a diversion canal for a
micro-hydro electric power plant that is emblematic of what’s wrong, what
the opportunities are and what needs to be done.
I know this because, in December 2004, lost and in a major winter storm that
was settling over the Hindu Kush, I was taken in by an Afghan family who
told me about it. I walked the old ditch to the penstock. Abandoned since the
Soviets stripped the turbines from it, the diversion could supply a megawatt
of power to the city of Bamiyan and to the thousands of rural people around it
who now live in darkness when the sun leaves the sky.
On my return to Kabul, I asked the contractors responsible for bringing
power to Afghanistan whether we might get the repair of the Bamiyan plant
put high on their priority list
To their credit, they didn’t see why not. But this Afghan micro-hydro rig is a
good example of development opportunities and challenges around the world.
It could sustainably bring power, critical for development, to that region of
the poorest country in the world outside of Africa. However, the people with
the resources to make it happen have other demands on their attention.
Presidents Bush and Karzai have made a multi-million dollar deal to build a
massive powerline from the north to Kabul. One government proposal calls
for spending $2.7 billion to build coal plants across the north of the country
to feed more power into that tenuous line.17
The plan is flawed on several levels. Given the volatile regional security
situation, and the ready availability of unexploded ordinance, it is not clear
how long the line would operate. The money to build it will mostly be spent
on western contractors. And any resulting power will only go to the people of
Kabul and perhaps a couple of other cities, less than 20 percent of the
population. Indeed around the world one quarter of all development capital
goes to building large central power plants, that rarely benefit the poor.18 But
such high profile projects generally do get built.
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To be sure, reliable power would dramatically improve the lives of people in
Kabul. Life in the capital city without electricity is hard. And costly. At
present, U.S. taxpayers are spending $4 million a month buying diesel from
Pakistan to run the North Kabul Power plant, which delivers power one night
out of three – for six hours, if the recipients are lucky. Most of the city (and
all rural areas) that can afford it relies on small diesel generators, whose
exhaust mingles with dust from unpaved roads, and the smoke from wood
and charcoal that provide 85 percent of the energy in the country, to utterly
foul the air of Kabul. Even a fraction of this money, diverted to enabling
local businesses to begin providing solar electricity, would result in more
reliable power at roughly the same cost, while building viable local
4
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businesses, creating jobs, reducing dependency, and cleaning the
environment.
But what about the other 80 percent of the population? What about my
friends outside of Bamiyan? Using outdated technology and conventional
thinking rather than best practice will ensure that Afghanistan remains the 6th
poorest country in the world. It will also waste the hard-won legitimacy of
the Karzai government, and expose the country to the influence of warlords
who are counting on Karzai to remain the “Mayor of Kabul”.
Afghanistan must rebuild everything, providing housing, energy supply,
food, water, sanitation, transportation, healthcare and security. At present
however, official proposals for reconstruction make little effort to use state of
the art sustainability technologies, despite the fact that the more appropriate
technologies work better and are better suited to poor, widely distributed
populations. Instead, most of the reconstruction projects wind up using castoff equipment and approaches from Pakistan or the West simply because they
have a lower up-front cost (though they commit the operators to pay higher
running costs for the life of the project) or because vendors are more familiar
with them. Existing reconstruction efforts approach each problem in
isolation, missing opportunities to use whole-systems design to solve
multiple problems with the same resources.
Massive central station power generation options not only require millions in
funding from western donors, and western contractors to install them. The
plants require a steady supply of coal or oil, fossil fuels that contribute to
climate change, and whose availability and cost are indeterminate. Profits
from building the plants and supplying the fuel line the pockets of large
western companies. When these companies leave, little local capacity will
have been created to offset the enormous debt by which the country will find
itself burdened. The resulting power will have to be subsidized, as the urban
poor cannot afford what it would take to pay off the cost of the power plant.
They use the resulting energy wastefully. Demand rises for this artificially
cheap power. Ministers beg for more donor money to pay the Bechtels of the
world to build ever more power plants. And my friends in Bamiyan will
continue to live in the dark.
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Around the world, aid money tends to create perverse versions of a welfare
society, dependent on big western contractors and foreign NGO’s. When the
money runs out and the westerners leave, the people struggle on in poverty.
Each “crisis du jour” repeats the process—money pours in to aid the afflicted
people, but winds up in the pockets of developing country contractors. They
deliver big power stations, conventional capital intensive water delivery
systems, water treatment facilities, car based infrastructure, corporate health
care models and inefficient tract housing development, approaches that are
rarely best practice in the west, and are frequently wholly inappropriate to
conditions in developing countries.
5
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This contrast between Bamiyan micro-hydro rig and the Presidentiallymandated power line from the North are a microcosm of the sorts of
allocations now made in the name of international development and poverty
reduction around the world. They help to explain why little poverty is
alleviated and the less developed countries remain on the international dole.
Kabul, the epicenter of the international development community has been
transformed from the city of gardens to a traffic-choked Mecca for
development mercenaries, carpet-baggers and the “White Land Cruiser
Brigade”. Western contractors vie for the billions being spent for powerlines,
IT infrastructure, water projects, and building booms. Property prices have
been bid up to the standard of Aspen or Tokyo.
The Afghan government recently acknowledged this. In April 2005 on the
eve of a donor conference in Kabul President Karzai criticized the aid
community “for squandering the precious resources that Afghanistan
received in aid from the international community.”19
At stake is over $10 billion dollars already pledged by the international donor
community. The Karzai government wants to control the flow of that money.
The NGO’s answer that the non-profit NGO’s are the most cost effective
deliverers of services and that without them the Afghan humanitarian crisis
would have been far worse. Indeed Karzai praised the “good work” of those
NGOs serving the country's development and humanitarian needs.
But there is no doubt that much of the money that should be spent to leverage
the creation of Afghan capacity, to build a viable local private sector, has
gone into the pockets of western companies and contractors. If Afghanistan
manages to put the brakes on this sort of squander, the companies will just go
elsewhere – it’s hard to get staff to agree to a post in Kabul anyway, unless
you pay them several hundred thousand dollars a year.

Towards a New Strategy of Development
Consider another model of development. Imagine, a world in which no
family needs to burn smoky dung or wood or oil lamps for light, where
wireless digital communications are available to everyone, and where women
and young people have illumination to become literate, to be able to see a
brighter future reflected in the solar cells that power this vision. SELCO,
India, the Solar Electric Light Company,20 sells solar electric panels that
provide lighting and electricity to poor villagers, at monthly prices
comparable to using traditional, less effective sources. Through its network
of 25 centers across India, SELCO provides infrastructure solutions to
underserved households and businesses. It has brought reliable, affordable,
and environmentally sustainable electricity to 35,000 homes and businesses
since 1995. Providing solar lighting and electricity, clean water and wireless
communications, SELCO empower its customers by providing complete
packages of products, services and consumer financing.
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With solar power villagers can get communication technology, clean drinking
water, refrigeration, power for clinics and other development technologies.
SELCO gives examples of how with the ability to light even one bulb,
villagers can provide light for silk worms, for looms, and moveable lights
that can go room to room as needed. This gives them the basis for an income
source that enables them to begin to climb Jeff Sachs’ development ladder.
SELCO’s system is entirely market based. It does not require government
subsidies, yet it is lifting thousands of people from poverty vastly more
effectively than most of the aid programs around the world. Since 1995,
SELCO’s 165 employees have sold light and electricity to more than 150,000
people and built annual sales to $3 million.
SELCO offers individual homes and businesses advanced, inexpensive
lighting, electricity, water pumping, water heating, communications,
computing, and entertainment. Their systems do not require connection to a
larger network. SELCO meets its customers where they live, partnering with
rural banks, leasing companies, and micro-finance organizations to provide
the necessary credit.
The company’s founder, Dr. Harish Hande, suggests that development
experts rethink their definition of what poor people can afford. He argues that
the poor actually spend a great deal of money on kerosene lamps, diesel for
generators, and batteries for flashlights. They are capable of paying for a
solar installation that would displace the more wasteful options, if institutions
will lend for this at rates that they can repay. If people are told that the solar
installation will cost them $30 a month, they tend to say that it is too
expensive. But if asked to pay $1 a day, they agree, “Yes, we can do that.” In
the SELCO model, the purchaser pays 20% down. SELCO provides
financing that enables the buyer to pay off the system in 4 years at $10 - $20
per month. The financing matches a person’s ability to pay
Paul Polak of International Development Enterprises adds another dimension
to SELCO’s work. A designer of technology for people at the bottom of
pyramid making he calls for the world’s best designers to focus their energy
of on the issues of rural poor. But he points out that design is only a quarter
of the challenge. The real job is marketing, actually getting the growing
number of appropriate technologies now available around the world to the
people who need them, and in ways that they can afford to implement.
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He cites what he calls the “Don’t bother” trilogy. If you have not had
conversations with at least 25 poor people about whether the design will meet
their needs, if you cannot sell at least a million of the devices and if the
device will not pay for itself in the first year after a poor person purchases it,
don’t bother.
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The poor particularly need technologies that enable them to make a living
that can raise them out of poverty. Most of the rural poor live on tiny farms
from which they seek to eek out a subsistence living. To produce higher
value, marketable, labor intensive crops, they urgently need such
technologies as affordable ways to irrigate small plots, value added
processing for their produce and markets for these crops. Polak advises that
the design criteria should be “the ruthless pursuit of affordability to meet
their needs.” People who live on the edge are very smart, he says. They
survive under conditions that would defeat westerners accustomed to a higher
standard of living. But to do this they have a very high discount rate: 100% a
year. Given their very high cost of capital, they readily trade off quality for
low cost.21
This model of development starts its business planning from the bottom up. It
asks how much does a farmer have to spend? What will your product do to
increase an urban dweller’s income?
This has been the approach of such groups as the Intermediate Technology
Development Group, which has for years worked in “hopeless” situations like
the Sudan, assisting villagers to preserve food 10 fold longer through
evaporative cooling, providing irrigation and energy technologies, and locally
developed financing programs. It is the work of Engineers Without Borders,
that brings sustainable technologies to individual villages, implementing
them in conjunction with the villagers, who plan and construct the energy,
water, sanitation, school or bridge projects. A heart-warming number of little
groups around the world do this successfully in the most poverty stricken
areas of the planet.
But such groups are rarely chosen to advise the development agencies, or to
receive the massive aid contracts. What is needed is to merge the massive
funding, and institutional capacity of the big donor agencies with the on-theground capability of the development technology groups.
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My work in Afghanistan is a case in point. After 25 years of war, much of the
country’s infrastructure is in ruins, or was never completed. In the wake of 911, the international community, recognizing the threat to world peace of a
devastated Afghanistan, pledged billions of dollars to rebuild the country.
This has created a unique, but narrow window of opportunity to rebuild the
country using the growing body of best practice in sustainable technologies.22
With leading international practitioners of sustainable development we are
outlining a strategy to ensure that donor money can leverage the creation of
local capacity, of viable, locally-owned private businesses able to sustainably
meet the needs of Afghans even after the International eye has moved on.
In Afghanistan, where success is important not only to the Afghans, but a
matter of American national security, it is urgent that Afghan reconstruction
8
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creates a robust infrastructure that delivers profitable and stable businesses as
it rebuilds the entire economy.
USAID’s own guidelines state, “Environmental sustainability is integral to
USAID’s overall goal. To meet this goal environmental considerations shall
be incorporated into results planning, achieving and monitoring.”23 Little
effort is being made by USAID, however, to enable local businesses to sell
renewable, distributed generation, even though many American and
European examples (below) show that these technologies are more reliable,
and more cost effective. This may be starting to change. In spring 2005,
Asian Development Bank announced a Technical Assistance program to
promote the use of renewable energy.
In contrast, USAID is financing the construction of new medical clinics with
no thought to insulation, solar orientation or other green building
technologies that would enable the clinics to heat, cool and power
themselves. Forty clinics were supposed to have been constructed, but so far
only one has been completed, and with no energy budget, the doctor had to
beg for a tiny diesel generator and the fuel to run it.
Conversations with the architect hired to assist this program revealed a
pervasive unwillingness by U.S. contractors to implement green building
practices, even though many U.S government buildings must now, by law, be
constructed to these standards and doing this would enable the clinics to run
more effectively and at lower cost.

Afghanistan
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rich in wind,
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flowing
water.

Afghanistan has little money, but is rich in wind, sunshine and flowing water.
Technologies using such distributed, renewable resources are the only
approach that makes sense for meeting the needs of dispersed villages. A
particularly appealing option is the use of biodiesel, or diesel made from
vegetable oil. Sunflowers or other oil-rich crops grown to provide biodiesel
would reduce the costly imports of diesel from Pakistan now used for
transport and generators, and could be an alternative for farmers now
growing poppies, currently 60 percent of the Afghan economy.
Renewable options are not only the best choice for developing countries; they
are now the fastest growing form of energy supply around the world, and in
many cases are cheaper than conventional supply. Solar thermal is outpacing
all conventional energy supply technology around the world. Modern wind
machines come second, delivering almost 8 gigawatts of new capacity a year,
or more than nuclear power did at the peak of its popularity. The next fastest
growing energy supply technology is solar electric, even at current prices.24
Renewables can now be cheaper than conventional fossil fuels in market
price, and are far less expensive when environmental costs are considered
(estimates are that coal electricity should be priced $0.16/kWh higher to
include environmental costs; nuclear $.09/kWh). 25 Just running a coal plant
9
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costs 5¢ to 6¢. And the wind power is free forever more, once the turbine is
constructed. Solar is more expensive, although I spoke recently to an
entrepreneur who states that within four years he can deliver amorphous thinfilm solar at 3¢ a kilowatt hour. The company would be interested in
licensing this technology to Afghans so that the panels and attendant jobs
could be produced in Afghanistan. A wind company with a new type of wind
machine that can be built by any competent metal fabricator is similarly
interested in licensing its technology. A solar powered Internet Service
Provider is very interested in bringing this business to Afghan companies.
Such renewable technologies lend themselves to construction and delivery by
small to medium sized enterprises, the sorts of locally owned businesses that
can then go on bringing power to their country long after the development
agencies and western money have gone home.
These technologies are what the best companies and communities around the
world are implementing. In 1989, Sacramento California, shut down its
1,000-megawatt nuclear plant. Rather than invest in any conventional
centralized fossil fuel plant, the local utility met its citizens’ needs through
energy efficiency, and such renewable supply technologies as wind, solar,
biofuels and distributed technologies like co-generation, fuel cells, etc. In
2000 an econometric study showed that the program has increased the
regional economic health by over $180 million, compared to just running the
existing nuclear plant, The utility was able to hold rates level for a decade,
retaining 2,000 job in factories that would have been lost under the 80%
increase in rates that just operating the power plant would have caused. The
program generated 880 new jobs, and enabled the utility to pay off all of its
debt. The Governor of Pennsylvania recently announced the opening of a
factory to make wind machines. Creating 1,000 new jobs over the next five
years, it is the biggest economic development measure for Johnstown, PA, in
recent memory. The City of Chicago underwrote Spire solar to open a
manufacturing plant in Chicago. The City wanted the jobs and to be able to
install solar on municipal buildings. California has announced that it will
spend over $8 million installing solar in 2006, and create a $1.5 billion
investment fund to help environmentally responsible companies that are
developing cutting-edge clean energy technologies. Germany recently
installed a 10-megawatt solar power plant. The European Union plans to be
half renewable by 2050, getting 10 percent of its electricity and 20 percent of
its energy from renewables by 2010.
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In January 2005 I met with officials at the Energy Ministry, including Ismail
Khan, the new Minister of Energy and Water. Minister Khan has since
expressed great interest in renewable energy, but lacks the consulting
expertise, and has few resources with which to pursue a more appropriate
energy strategy for the country. In similar conversations, the Dean of
Engineering at Kabul University showed great enthusiasm for a program to
train renewable energy technicians, but has no resources to undertake such a
program, though the Asian Development Bank may begin to fill this gap.26
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At the moment, the Engineering Department does not even have functional
computers for its students.
Collectively, the array of sustainability practices such as efficient and
renewable energy supplies, green building technologies, efficient water
treatment and delivery systems, and sustainable approaches to providing food
and health care can do a better job of meeting development needs in
Afghanistan than the conventional approaches offered by the western
consulting firms with whom USAID typically contracts.
Sustainable solutions are easier for local small businesses to deliver than the
conventional approaches favored by USAID’s usual contractors. If some of
the money now going to conventional solutions were diverted to financing,
training and supporting local entrepreneurs, Afghans could meet basic human
needs while protecting and enhancing not only their natural capital but also
their social fabric.
Afghanistan is lucky. It has money. And it has visionary men like Ali Azimi,
a Senior Advisor for the Asian Development Bank, who over Christmas,
went to Manila, where he secured the grant to bring solar energy, wind power
and micro-hydro to Afghanistan. The ADB press release states:
The grant would demonstrate how solar energy could enhance the
quality of life in poor, remote villages, which could not be connected
to wider power grids.
Most of Afghanistan's population have no access to modern energy
sources like electricity and gas and are forced to rely on traditional
fuels like firewood. This depletes the country's forests, damaging the
environment, the ADB said.
However, the country has a great potential for solar power since the
sun shines for about 300 days a year in Afghanistan.
The grant would be used to provide solar systems to communities on
a pilot basis and to train 10 people from different ethnic groups as
solar technicians at a training centre in India.
Upon returning to Afghanistan, they would train 10 additional people
from their communities.
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It is hoped that solar energy systems in Afghanistan could be used to
provide lighting for literacy programs, provide water for clinics and to
power water pumps and irrigation systems, the bank added.
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But in the rest of the world the usual development scenario is playing itself
out. I returned from Afghanistan in January 2005 to a phone call from Dr
Bernard Amadei, the saintly founder of Engineers Without Borders asking,
“Come with me to Washington. The Engineering Societies have asked us to
come and talk about how to do the tsunami reconstruction.” Bernard,” I
answered, I kind of have my hands full with Afghanistan….”
“That’s the point,” he argued, “The approach you are putting forth there is the
same approach that is needed for rebuilding from the tsunami. We have the
chance to do it right the first time.”
So we went to D.C. We listened to a beleaguered official from U.S. Agency
for International Development, who had literally been plucked several days
before from Afghanistan and flown to D.C. to marshal resources for the
Indian Ocean crisis. He asked the audience to give him a week to get
organized before deluging him with bids. Instead he became the epicenter of
a feeding frenzy as representatives of Bearing Point, Halliburton and all the
big infrastructure purveyors ignored his plea and thrust their glossy brochures
upon him.
But we also convinced the U.S. Engineering societies that their money would
be better spent with Engineers Without Borders, working village by village to
bring sustainable technologies to meet basic human needs and to implement
them in ways that build local capacity, and leverage the donor money to
create viable local private sector, capable of delivering these services long
after the world aid community has moved on to the next crisis du jour.
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